Edward A. Bouchet Graduate Honor Society UCLA Members

Cohort I (2013-2014)

- Natalie James – Chemistry & Biochemistry
- Aakash Kishore – Clinical Psychology
- Jaclyn Lang – Mathematics
- Nicole Lannoy – Anthropology
- Jorge Mena – Computer Science

*Cohort I attending the 2014 Yale Bouchet Conference on Diversity Graduate Education with Associate Dean, Carlos Grijalva*
Cohort II (2014-2015)

- Daisy Camacho – Psychology
- Jessica Harris – History
- Courtney Heldreth – Psychology
- Steven Lopez – Chemistry & Biochemistry
- Marlene Patino – Aerospace Engineering
- Wendy Perez – Education
- Crystal Valdez – Chemistry & Biochemistry
- Safiyyah Ziyad – Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology

*Cohort II attending the 2015 Yale Bouchet Conference on Diversity Graduate Education with Dean and Vice Provost Robin Garrell*
Cohort III (2015-2016)

- Eden Brauer – Nursing
- Ryan Koons – Ethnomusicology
- Dana Linda – Comparative Literature
- Lilia Meltzer – Nursing
- Tiffany Montgomery – Nursing
- Jessica Morales-Chicas – Education
- Michelle Thompson – Environmental Science & Engineering
- Louis Tse – Mechanical Engineering
- Ariana Valle – Sociology
- Brian Woodward - Education

Cohort III attending the 2016 Yale Bouchet Conference on Diversity Graduate Education with Associate Dean, Carlos Grijalva and Program Manager, Sarah Valdovinos